Speed controller wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of e bike controller wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined standard photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the elements of the
circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power and signal links in between the gadgets. A
wiring diagram usually gives info concerning the family member setting and plan of devices and
also terminals on the gadgets, to aid in structure or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram
would certainly show a lot more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram
makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to emphasize interconnections over physical look. A
wiring diagram is often utilized to troubleshoot troubles and to make sure that all the links have
been made which whatever exists. Assortment of e bike controller wiring diagram. Click on the
image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring
diagram is a kind of schematic which utilizes abstract photographic symbols to show all the
affiliations of elements in a system. Electrical wiring layouts are made up of two things: signs
that stand for the components in the circuit, and lines that represent the links in between them.
For that reason, from circuitry diagrams, you know the relative place of the parts and exactly
how they are attached. Wiring diagrams mostly shows the physical setting of elements and also
connections in the built circuit, however not necessarily in reasoning order. To read a wiring
diagram, initially you need to know what basic components are included in a wiring diagram,
and also which pictorial symbols are utilized to represent them. The typical elements in a wiring
diagram are ground, power supply, cable and also link, output tools, switches, resistors, logic
gate, lights, and so on. A line represents a cable. Wires are used to attach the parts with each
other. There ought to be a legend on the wiring diagram to inform you what each color
suggests. Usually circuits with more compared to 2 elements have 2 standard types of
connections: collection as well as parallel. A series circuit is a circuit in which elements are
connected along a single course, so the current flows through one component to obtain to the
following one. In a series circuit, voltages build up for all parts linked in the circuit, as well as
currents are the exact same through all components. In a parallel circuit, each tool is straight
attached to the source of power, so each tool receives the same voltage. The existing in a
parallel circuit streams along each parallel branch as well as re-combines when the branches
reunite. An excellent wiring diagram should be technically right as well as clear to read. Take
treatment of every detail. For instance, the diagram must show the appropriate instructions of
the favorable and negative terminals of each component. Make use of the appropriate signs.
Find out the meanings of the fundamental circuit signs and also pick the right ones to utilize.
Several of the icons have truly close appearance. You require to have the ability to discriminate
before applying them. Attract connecting cords as straight lines. Utilize a dot to show line
junction, or use line leaps to suggest cross lines that are not attached. Label components such
as resistors and also capacitors with their values. Ensure the message placement looks clean.
Building an electronic circuit for achieving DC motor speed control may seem quite simple, and
you should be able to find many such ordinary circuits dealing with speed regulation. However,
practically you will find that simpler circuits have one serious drawback â€” they are not able to
control the motor speed smoothly at lower levels, and as the desired speed is decreased, the
torque of the motor also decreases proportionately. Due to this, at any unpredictable point the
motor may just halt very abruptly. Also, during power ON, the motor may just not start up at
lower speed settings and may require an initial boost by increasing the setting. Such situations
are pretty undesirable and do not constitute an ideal speed control. The proposed circuit can be
considered almost a perfect DC motor speed controller. It is basically a PWM Pulse Width
Modulated motor driver that incorporates two separate stages for the generation of the pulses.
The circuit ensures a very well defined and smooth control of the speed of the connected motor
even at almost zero speed levels, where the motor barely moves, yet it never stops. The circuit
is also equipped with a change-over switch to enable instant flipping of the motor spin
direction, whenever required. These pulses are further processed and are effectively used to
control the connected motor speed right from zero to maximum. Referring to the figure we see,
a dual timer IC forms the heart of the circuit. As the name suggests, the IC consists of two
discrete timer sections. One half left hand side of the IC has been wired as an astable
multivibrator. The configuration is used to generate stable and constant oscillations of around
Hz. A continuously variable DC voltage applied at the control input pin 11 of this half of the IC
and the different levels of voltage at this point are compared by the generated sawtooth voltage
as explained above. These transistors are able to handle loads up to 6 Amps quite comfortably.
Diodes D1-D4 are all kept to ground for any generated back EMF inductive surges by the motor
and thus ensure safe operation of the transistors. This feature may be difficult to find in many
other DC motor speed control circuits. Amir, the circuit has the following salient features:. The
back EMF from the motor winding is used as reference for automatically adjusting the torque,
as the load is increased. Do you have any such requests? Do let us know, if feasible will be

produced here in Bright Hub. Page content. Pulse Width Modulation Driver for Motor Speed
Control Building an electronic circuit for achieving DC motor speed control may seem quite
simple, and you should be able to find many such ordinary circuits dealing with speed
regulation. A platform to learn electrical wiring, single phase, 3 phase wiring, controlling, HVAC,
electrical installation, electrical diagrams. Hello and thanks so much for the information. I have
a question and i would like you help me, Is possible to change the fan speed control by a leviton
model RTF01 and how to be connected? Thank you so much for having this information
available. I don't quite understand why the line wire is on the 3 terminal, but that's how the
original switch was wired. The fan connected without speed control switch fan have damage or
any problm?? In this post i am gonna to share speed controller diagram with low, med and high
speed diagrams. On thing more i also shown in the below that how can we control the speed of
fan motor using 3 wire ceiling fan capacitor. One thing more we can also use dimmer switch for
regulating speed of ceiling fan. However in my last most i shown 5 wire ceiling fan capacitor
diagram , in which i also shown a speed controller diagram using speed control switch diagram.
For ceiling fan speed controlling we use mostly two methods in which on is by using speed
control using three or five wire capacitor. And other one is using a dimmer switch from which
we can control the RPM revolutions per minute of ceiling fan or other fan motor. So First we talk
about ceiling fan speed wiring diagrams, which i designed 4 diagram in which i shown Off , low ,
med and high speed direction of fan motor speed switch controller. Here is the fan speed low,
high and med speed direction diagram,. Tags: Single Phase Motors. Unknown August 12, at PM.
Unknown July 26, at PM. Mj March 29, at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post
Comments Atom. A fan speed control switch makes it easy to adjust the speed at which a fan
spins. This is actually a fairly simply switch that is mounted on the wall. Although it seems to do
a job similar to a dimmer and actually looks very similar, the fan speed switch is more like a
regular light switch and will be wired in series with the fan. This can then be adjusted to change
the speed of the fan. Before starting work on any electrical system, you must ensure that it's
safe to do so. Switch the circuit breaker off by either removing the circuit breaker or
alternatively shutting off all of the power to your home. Try turning the fan on to ensure that the
right circuit has been cut. If you don't feel confident to do this work yourself, consider hiring a
professional electrician to help you out. An electrician will be able to identify how to do the work
safely without you needing to lift a finger. If you want to install a fan speed control switch to an
existing fan, you will first need to identify the wires which are supplying power to the fan. This
is because you will need to cut the wires and install the switch in line with the fan. Locating this
wire can be a little tricky at times, but you can normally trace the rough route of the wire. Cut a
hole into the wall along the path of the wire; the hole must be big enough to house the electrical
switch box. Do this carefully so that you don't risk cutting through or damaging the wires. Cut
the live wire where the electrical box will be fitted in the wall and push both ends of this wire
into the electrical box. Try to make sure that you cut the wire in the correct place so that you
have enough wire to connect into the box. The electrical box now needs to be fitted into the hole
in the wall. Depending on the wall that you're fitting into this will either be a matter of screwing
the box in, or alternatively using drywall clamps to fix it in place. Wire up the fan speed switch
control switch by following the normal wiring standards. Make sure that all of the wires are first
pulled through the electrical box to ensure that the face place will fit securely against the wall.
The live black wires should be connected to the brass screws. The earthing wire will also need
to be connected, as will the neutral wire. We welcome your comments and suggestions. All
information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for
non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle
navigation subscribe. Written by Doityourself Staff. What You'll Need. Wire Nuts. Wire Cutters.
Wire Strippers. Electrical Box. Troubleshooting Problems with a Steam Shower Generator.
Wiring a Light Switch with Multiple Lights. Wiring a Humidifier to a Furnace Blower. How to Wire
a Light with Two Switches. Installing Gable Attic Fans. How to Install a Car Parametric
Equalizer. Related Posts Help wiring fireplace fan and 2 heat runs. My fireplace has a fan that is
controlled by a snap disc that will automati Read More. Rebuilding oil furnace. Ceiling fan
wiring. I'm replacing a ceiling fan with a new one. The house is about years Hunter ceiling fan
installed without remote Since we've never had luck with remote controlled ceiling fans i.
Related Posts Wiring motor speed control switch. Hi, My apologies in advance for what may be
a long post, but I don't kno Fan Speed Control. Hooked up speed control switch to ac motor to
run my manual 32 meat grinde Variable speed control for AC fan. Hello there, new to the forum,
joined to find help with this project- any a Popular Articles. Home Wiring Questions about
Ceiling Fans. How to Fit a Kitchen Extractor Fan. By Don P. Wire an Exhaust Fan to a
Thermostat. These are frequently used on radio-controlled models which are electrically
powered, with the change most frequently used for brushless motors providing an

electronically produced 3-phase electric power low voltage source of energy for the motor. As
we know, an ESC controls the speed of the motors spin of an airplane. It helps a similar purpose
as the throttle servo of a glow powered airplane. It is an edge between the radio receiver of an
airplane and the power plant. Electronic speed control will have 3- sets of wires. One wire will
plug into the main battery of an airplane. And lastly, a third of wire is used for powering the
motor. The main features of an electronic speed control include battery eliminator circuit, low
voltage cutoff, brake, and to. There are two kinds of electronic speed controller based on the
specific requirements, you can acquire the exact one existing in RC Models shops such as
brushed ESC and brushless Electronic Speed Control. Brushed ESC is the first electronic speed
controller, which has been around for several years. It is also a bit more costly. Connected to a
brushless motor, it carries more power higher performance as compared to the brushed ones. It
can also last a longer period. The basic function of ESC is to change the amount of power to the
electric motor from the aircraft battery based upon the location of the throttle stick. In earlier,
speed controllers are mainly used in remote control boats and cars which use a variable
resistor with a wiper that was stimulated by a servo motor. This technique works reasonably at
full throttle as the battery is associated straight to the motor, though at part throttle situations
the flow of current through the resistor producing power to be lost in the form of heat. As a
model, aircraft will use most of its time at the portion of the throttle. This is not a very practical
means of power control. Here, MOSFET Transistor is used as a switch instead of a mechanical
device, and the amount at which it is switched is about times a second. So, the power to the
motor is diverse by changing the amount of ON time, against off time in a specified cycle. Here
is the simple ESC circuit with a waveform diagram that may help with the description. By
cabling a diode across the motor, we return the energy into the motor as current, which rises
down as the magnetic field failures. The number one significant consideration to keep in mind is
to match the Electronic Speed Control to the sort of motor you used. If the motor has three
wires, then it is brushless. For people who are not aware of electronic speed control, most of
the models like the RTR RC model are provided with a pre-installed Electronic Speed Control.
Most of these are brushed digital units that carry a decent act in their operations. If RC car
comes with analog speed control, which needs a servo to work the swing arm, consider
receiving a digital one as soon as you can. It is also fine to get an ESC with the opposite
functionality. The electronic speed control systems are used in remote control and vehicle
applications. Thus, this is all about the electronic speed controller. We hope that you have got a
better understanding of this concept. Furthermore, any doubts regarding this concept or to
implement any electrical projects , please give your valuable suggestions by commenting in the
comment section below. Here is a question for you, What is the function of ESC? Hi Georgis
That depends on the current draw of your motor, and it is not possible for us to suggest the
controller. Unfortunately it is impossible to obtain any AC from the ESC if it is not connected to
a brushless motor. I should be very indebted to you if you would let me know : a which are the
initialisation tests of the ESC b how to avoid the necessity of having connected a motor Yours
sincerely, Georges. Share This Post: Facebook. Hello I have one driil motor 18v what controller
does it need? A circuit which enables a user to linearly control the speed of a connected motor
by rotating an attached potentiometer is called a motor speed controller circuit. A very cool and
easy DC motor speed controller circuit could be build using a just a single mosfet, a resistor,
and a pot, as shown below:. As can be seen the mosfet is rigged as a source follower or a
common drain mode, to learn more about this configuration you may refer to this post , which
discusses a BJT version, nevertheless the working principle remains the same. In the above DC
motor controller design, the pot adjustment creates a varying potential difference across the
gate of the mosfet, and the source pin of the mosfet simply follows the value of this potential
difference and adjusts the voltage across the motor accordingly. When the gate voltage is
around 7V, the source pin will supply the minimum 2V to the motor causing a very slow spin on
the motor, and 7V will be available across the source pin when the pot adjustment generates the
full 12V across the gate of the mosfet. Here we can clearly see that the mosfet source pin seems
to be "following" the gate and hence the name source follower. This happens because the
difference between the gate and the source pin of the mosfet must be always around 5V, in
order to enable the mosfet to conduct optimally. Anyway, the above configuration helps to
enforce a smooth speed control on the motor, and the design could be built quite cheaply.
When it comes to controlling motor speed uniformly and efficiently, a PWM based controller
becomes the ideal option, here we will learn more, regarding a simple circuit to implement this
operation. The design of a simple motor speed controller using PWM may be understood as
follows: Initially when the circuit is powered, the trigger pin is in a logic low position since the
capacitor C1 is not charged. The above conditions initiates the oscillation cycle, making the
output change to a logic high. A high output now forces the capacitor to charge via D2. The

moment pin 6 triggers, pin 3 and pin 7 reverts to logic low. It is interesting to note that, C1 has
two discretely set paths for the process of charging and discharging via the diodes D1, D2 and
through the resistance arms set by the pot respectively. It means the sum of the resistances
encountered by C1 while charging and discharging remains the same no matter how the pot is
set, therefore the wavelength of the out put pulse always remains the same. However, since the
charging or the discharging time periods depends upon the resistance value encountered in
their paths, the pot discretely sets the these time periods as per the its adjustments. Since the
charge and discharge time periods is directly connected with the output duty cycle, it varies
according to the adjustment of the pot, giving form to the intended varying PWM pulses at the
output. The PWM pulses are fed to the gate of a mosfet which reacts and controls the connected
motor current in response to the setting of the pot. The current level through the motor decides
it speed and thus implements the controlling effect via the pot. In the above video clip we can
see how the IC based design is used for controlling speed of a DC motor. As you may witness,
although the bulb works perfectly in response to the PWMs and varies its intensity from
minimum glow to maximum low, the motor does not. The motor initially does not respond to the
narrow PWMs, rather starts with a jerk after the PWMs are adjusted to significantly higher pulse
widths. This does not mean the circuit has problems, it is because the DC motor armature is
held between a pair of magnets tightly. To initiate a start the armature has to jump its rotation
across the two poles of the magnet which cannot happen with a slow and gentle movement. It
has to initiate with a thrust. That's exactly why the motor initially requires a higher adjustments
for the PWM and once the rotation is initiated the armature gains some kinetic energy and now
achieving slower speed becomes feasible through narrower PWMs. However still, getting the
rotation to a barely moving slow status can be impossible because of the same reason as
explained above. I tried my best to improve the response and achieve a slowest possible PWM
control by making a few modifications in the first diagram as shown below:. Having said this,
the motor could show a better control at the slower levels if the motor is attached or strapped
with a load through gears or pulley system. This may happen because the load will act as a
damper and help to provide a controlled movement during the slower speed adjustments.
Varying a DC motor velocity may appear to be not so difficult and you may find plenty of circuits
for it. However these circuits do not guarantee consistent torque levels at lower motor speeds,
making the functioning quite inefficient. The proposed circuit is completely free from the above
shortcomings and is able to generate and sustain high torque levels even at lowest possible
speeds. Before we discuss the proposed PWM motor controller circuit, we would also want to
learn the simpler alternative which is not so efficient. Nonetheless, it may be considered
reasonably good as long as the load over the motor is not high, and as long as the speed is not
reduced to minimum levels. Coming back to the proposed high torque speed controller circuit
design, here we have used two ICs instead of one or rather a single IC that contains two ICs in
one package. Briefly the proposed DC motor controller includes the following interesting
features:. The torque is never affected by the speed levels and remains constant even at
minimum speed levels. The two ICs are assigned with two separate functions. One sections is
configures as an astable multivibrator generating Hz square wave clocks which is fed to the
preceding section inside the package. The transistor BC is used as a constant current source
which keeps the adjoining capacitor at its collector arm charged. This develops a saw-tooth
voltage across the above capacitor, which is compared inside the IC with the sample voltage
applied externally over over the shown pin-out. The sample voltage applies externally can be
derived from a simple V variable voltage power supply circuit. This varying voltage applied to
the IC is used to vary the PWM of the pulses at the output and which eventually is used for the
speed regulation of the connected motor. The above circuit was inspired from the following
motor driver circuit which was published long back in elecktor electronic India magazine. The
first motor control diagram can be much simplified by using a DPDT switch for the motor
reversal operation, and by using an emitter follower transistor for the speed control
implementation, as shown below:. An extremely refined or intricate control of a d. The op-amp is
rigged as a voltage sensitive switch. Switching action of the op amp would happen in just a
couple of millivolts around the reference voltage. You will need a dual power supply, which may
be just zener stabilized. This motor controller enables infinitely adjustable range without
involving any form of mechanical hassles. The reference voltage could be fixed through
thermistors, or an LDR etc. The experimental set up indicated in the circuit diagram made use of
an RCA A op amp, and a 0. The following circuit also uses PWM principle for the desired motor
speed control, however, it does not depend on any integrated circuits or ICs, rather uses only
ordinary BJTs for the implementation. I got this from an old magazine page. The IC LM is a
specialized PWM controller circuit which allows us to configure very useful and precision motor
speed control circuits as explained below:. The design additionally incorporates a sensor based

feedback control through the IC LM A small magnet is attached with the motor shaft, such that
during the rotations, the magnet goes past closely to an iron core pickup coil transformer. The
mechanism, causes the rotating magnet to induce a sharp electrical pulse in the pickup coil,
which is used by the LM as a trigger input and appropriately processed as the feedback control
pulse to the LM IC. The feedback system ensures that the speed of the once set can never
deviate from the set point, providing a precise control of the speed. The pot at pin 2 of the LM is
used for controlling the speed of the motor. The next LM PWM speed control design allows the
feedback control without incorporating a complex tachometer mechanism, or cumbersome
sensor arrangements as implemented in the previous design. In case the speed tends to rise
beyond the set level, the LF compares the rising EMF signal with the sample reference signal
from the LM output. The resulting output is sent to the error amplifier of the IC LM for the
necessary processing of the output PWM to the driver transistors. The controlled PWM due to
this sensor-less feedback through the back EMF ultimately enables the motor to remain
precisely fixed at a correct speed, as adjusted by the pin 2 potentiometer. If you have any circuit
related query, you may interact through comments, I'll be most happy to help! Your email:. Your
email address will not be published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment. SIR
can you provide me a circuit with explanation about motor controls used in industry. Hello Gary,
you can refer to the following articles, it may help you to get the required info you are looking
for:. I am glad that you shared this helpful information with us. Please keep us up to date like
this. Thank you for sharing. Previously l built your Arduino inverter and it works like a charm. I
build this Speed controller, it works for small motors like , but when l connect to a car radiator
fan motor, it blows off probably the if worked for a few seconds before blowing , any suggestion
will be appreciated. By the way which circuit are you referring to from the above article?? Thank
you for sharing your knowledge. I made the 2 circuit to drive a 12v DC motor. The driver works
but with two problems: 1. There is a noise in the motor, a loud noise. Hi, 1. You can try adding a
uF capacitor right across the motor terminals and check if that reduces the noise. May I ask you
a small question on the motor control cct using the timer. Can you help? Thank you Richard,
you can try increasing the C2 value from the shown 0. This should enable the circuit to produce
a required slow start or a slow PWM start for your 12V motor. You can easily follow the steps
and build one as per your specifications. Hi again, Just wondering if you can advise what the
components in the bottom circuit are? The blue M sitting inside the diodes 2. Part identified as
E to the right of the blue M. Hi, Design 1 is not a good configuration for the pot. Surely it would
be better to use the pot as a potentiometer? This could be achieved by removing the connection
between -ve and the wiper. Disconnecting the wiper from the ground and connecting it to the
FET gate would also result in wasting 25 mA when the wiper is drawn towards the ground?
Hello Swagatam, Hope you are well. I made the controller and ran my Vdc motor with it
successfully. Can you please guide me how to use it? It will be good if show it in a circuit.
Thanks, Mah. Hi Mah, You can do it in this way. Take BC and BC transistors. Connect their
emitters together. Connect collector of BC to the positive line, connect the collector of BC to
negative line. Join the bases of both the transistor together, and join it with the pin7 of iC and
10k junction. Now connect the IGBT gate to the emitter junction of the above transistor through
a 3. Hope this helps. Hello Swag, Finally i made the pwm circuit for motor control. I found the IC
damaged. I want to know what are differences between pwm circuit with one ic and two ic?
Which one is more suitable for a vdc 2. I have more questions which i prefer to writethem in
thier related topics. Thanks for all. But the two design allows you to control the motor through
an external voltage source. Hello Swag, I used the design 2 to test what i am working on
treadmill motor run using pwm and find that the voltage of pin 7 is vary between 7. I find mostly
in your design that you use pin 3 as pwm output but here in design 2 pin 7 has chosen as pwm
output. Could you clarify me. Thanks Mah. Hello Mah, the above design is also another way of
implementing an IC astable circuit. I want to design a Speed Controller for 1. My input is volts
AC. I would like to know how to calculate the size of a Potentiometer to work well. Pease help
me out. Buying a readymade unit can be a lot easier than making one. How can I calculate the
size of the potentiometer and SCR? Hello Swagatam. Thank you for the circuit. I am trying to
build this. I got a question about transistors T6 and T7 BC Both the emitters are connected but
not driving anything further down. Please explain. Hi George, yes the the emitters are
mistakenly not connected to the ground line. Thank you sir! Appreciate you taking so much
effort to answer every question. Such a blessing for learners like me. So I understand the lower
left of the circuit to supply the 24v with common ground. But the bottom right side has a BC
with 24v into the collector. Question is how to connect the emitter 24v as it cannot be sent back
to the IC. Hi George, the negative of 24V for the motor and the negative of the 12V for the circuit
must be connected in common otherwise the circuit will not work. Ap kase ho Swagatam Ji,
Thank you so much for your help to us all. But my major problem now is that it will not even run

at all. The voltage at the 48vdc motor connection reads in millivolts. Troubleshooting the circuit
can be difficult for me, because I am not well versed with the pinouts of Can you build the
circuit again carefully using 2nos IC ? The IC is easier to understand and can be rectified easily
in case of a fault. And for the present circuit are you using the bridge transistor network or only
a single transistor for the motor? Let me know, so that I can help! Please check whether you are
getting the required PWMs at the bases of the transistors, by varying the pot. You can an
oscilloscope for this. Or you can a multimeter an check whether the DC level is changing or nt
in response to the pot variations. Hello Swagatam, I am trying to control a 12V high torque
geared dc motor. I would be using a mobile app to set the motor speed which would be
translated by an Arduino into a PWM value to the controller. Therefore your design 3 looks very
interesting from constant torque perspective, however since we need to be able to set the speed
remotely, is it possible in anyway to replace the mechanical POT with something digital digital
pot? I have used commercially available controller with pot and it has worked perfectly with my
requirement while the ones that were interfaced digitally with the arduino through PWM would
loose troque at lower PWM duty cycle. Glad you found it useful! You can probability try the
circuit presented in the following article, which has a couple of digital pot ideas:. Thanks for
your very swift reply Swagatam. Could you please let me know if the POT in design 3 can be
simply replaced with a digital pot? Would there be any impact on the torque behavior? I have
already ordered for X9C digipots to experiment replacing the analogue pot in the commercial
controller. Could I use it to replace the pot in your circuit? Just a another follow up question. Is
it possible to redesign that circuit in such a way that we can do away with the pot? There are dc
motor drivers that do not seem to have pots, which makes it simple to use with an arduino.
However this one looses torque at low speeds. Do you have this kind of programming for the
Arduino? Good Morning Swagatam, I am not using push buttons. Currently i am getting the
motor speed setting from the mobile app and mapping that to an appropriate pwm value which
ranges from and writing it to the pwm pin on the arduino. This pin in turn is connected to the
pwm pin off the dc driver from robokits that i mentioned in my earlier post. I meant to say if you
are able to control the Arduino by some external means, push button was just an example. As
far as torque is concerned it will go down proportionately as the PWM become narrower, due to
the reduction in the average current. Hi Swagatam, Got your point on the push button! Any idea
how is this achieved? In summary my requirement is for a controller that retains torque at low
speeds, but does not use a pot and can be interfaced and controlled with arduino. So sorry the
messages may look out of sequence in the conversation thread. Hi Sunil, I have practically tried
the single IC version and the two IC version, and I found the latter having substantially more
torque than the single IC version. However technically it is clear that the output power to the
motor will be directly proportional to the fed PWM level. Good morning Swagatam Ji. I am
Sakthivel from tuticorin. Can you please put a suitable circuit diagram with Parts List and with
its values? Post in your homemade-circuits. Also please mention where I have to use Pot meter
in the circuit, either in R2 or R4 or somewhere else, because I am diploma mechanical engineer
hence I not well versed in electrical and electronic circuit. Thank you very much. Good Morning
Sakthivel, I think I already have a similar design posted in this website. You can refer to this
post:. Swagatam Ji, I am really very much thankful to you for your technical support in building
circuits. Yesterday , I tried with another motor. When I rotated pot from 0 to full , it was amazing
experience! I was so happy and thankful to you for your contribution. Motor was running
smoothly , and responding very well to pot rotation. Earlier when I was doing experiment with
smaller motor , it was taking 0. As soon as I release the motor shaft amp reading was 0. I was
surprised. So I asked to you. Actually multimeter connection was loose and all that happened.
Once again when I conducted same experiment I found it was taking 1. Now, I am running a watt
universal motor at volt ac , using a full bridge rectifiers. At motor terminals volt is volt dc and
current value is 1. When not running volt is and zero amps. Thanks you Swagatam Ji. Abubakar,
you can try increasing the transistor rating and check the response. You can try the concept
explained in the above article and replace the BJTs with appropriately rated mosfets to handle
20 amp. I have to run a watt universal motor, at lower speed. Mosfet was running very well in 12
v 2amp SMPS power supply. Motor is running very well at 12 volt and taking only 1 amp. And
did you connect the diode and the capacitor across the motor as suggested in the design? By
the way your mosfet rating is not appropriate for the application, because it is rated at V, 2. For
getting full RPM you may have to try the last diagram, using two IC , or you can simply try the
first design alsoâ€¦. Thanks for reply. Actually I have to run a universal motor from mains volt. I
think PWM based controller can provide sufficient torque at lower rpm. Full load current may be
up to 5 amp. If it is a DC motor then your existing circuit is correct, but the mosfet is still not
correct, because 2. You can try IRF for the mosfet. Good morning Devendra ji, If you are using
the last circuit, then the motor should operate from 0 to full range without issues. If the ON time

is high motor rotates fast, and vice versa. At full supply voltage at pin 5 of IC2 the PWMs are
maximum wide which allows the motor ON time to be almost permanent, as the voltage at pin 5
is lowered the ON time decreases and OFF time increases and motor average speed also
proportionately decreases. If you try to stop the motor by hand, the drain current will increase
and may damage the mosfet, unless the input current is lower than the mosfet current
specification. Will there b any problem to my motor if the voltage is vdc and i rotate the pot to
max v. I want to know ur opinion about the 3 circuit u have including the above and the 1 with 2
ic and the 1 wid a turn coil. Which 1 of those will suit my need to control my motor if i use them
for a lathe machine. All of them vdc. Which circuit will suit if reduce to low speed and the torque
will not b sacrifice. You can restrict the pot highest position to V. You can do this adding a fixed
resistor in series with either D1, or D2 with some trial and error and determine a value which
precisely gives V at the output. The output could be checked by connecting a 40 watt bulb
instead of the motor. To set the resistor with one of the diodes the pot should be first moved to
one of its extreme ends which produces the max voltage across the bulb, after this the fixed
resistor could be added as mentioned above, until the max output is dropped to V. Regarding
the circuit above can i use a v lamp dimmer to replace vr1. Also the other circuit that uses a coil
l1 turn of 0. Or can i replace it also with the lamp dimmer and omit the k pot. In the above design
VR1 is a potentiometer and is a part of the IC circuit, it has no relation to a V mains supply, only
the motor can be associated with a specified DC high voltage. But I am disappointed with its
performance. The difference between the highest and lowest speed limited by this controller is
very less. I only noticed difference when plugged a high power 12V LED. How can I increase the
motor speed range with this circuit. I believe one or two components can be altered to increase
the difference between highest and lowest speed. I am guessing either C1 or VR1 should be of a
different value to do this. Could you please advise? I believe, I am looking for a change in the
circuit which will increase the difference between duty cycles of the astable multivibrator
output. The motor could be having troubles due to low current from the source or due to high
frequency. If the problem is due to higher frequency, you can try changing the value of C1 to
1uF and see whether that helps or not. R1 can be used for frequency control. Hi sir, I have tried
make a transistor pwm controlled speed controller own my own, so please check the link and
tell me whether the circuit will work or not. Already done ic version and it was working good
Please suggest corrections or suggestions. Hi, it can be used for 24V 3 amp or any other power
rating, since the motor supply is isolated from the circuit supply. Where do I connect the
negative supply from the motor? The motor is 48Volt dc. I assume I connect it to the negative
rial off the circuit. Thank you. You dont perhaps have a circuit for a 4 wire 48v dc fan, or can i
just connect pin 7 directly to the yellow PWM controle wire? Hey People. I want to use the
circuit to dim 6xw 36v dc LED chips. The motor should be replaced with the LeDsâ€¦. I have 4
side on the LED bar that I want to dim. And a max of 6 on the other dimmer. Hi Gysie, yes you
can connect them in series and limit the current requirement to 3 amps, however from where do
you intend to get the voltage source for driving these LEDs, is it from mains V directly? These
led are going to be use on a harvester operating at 12vdc. I have no problem building multiple
dimmer, if you can only help me out with the right amount of led bulbs per mosfet and what
mosfet. I can really afford burning out bulbs, it takes about 3 months to get them whereâ€¦. I am
planning on using dc-to-dc converters with the following specs:. If we take the example of IRF,
its max current handling capacity with optimal heatsinking is around 25 amps, and voltage is V.
The voltage looks definitely well above the specifications of your LeDs and the input supply
level, so we can ignore this parameter. You just have yo ensure that if the LeDs are connected
in parallel with this mosfet the total current sum of the LEDs must not exceed the 25 amp limit. If
it does then you can simply add another IRF in parallel with the existing one, which will instantly
raise the capacity of the system to 50 amps, and so on. In this way you can yourself adjust and
optimize the mosfets with the LeDs in order get the prefect match across the selected dimmers.
Thanks Gysie, yes you can connect drain with drain, source with source and for the gates
connect their resistor ends in parallel. Hey Swag, Can what resistor do I need? Hi sir, is putting
a freewheel diode across mosfet necessary as flyback from motor can damage mosfet, and
what can I do if I don't have a freewheel diode, can I use make freewheel using 1N and 1n in
combination if yes then how? Hi Abhishek, the value of the diode will depend on the motor
current, if it is a low current type motor not above 3 amps, then a 1N can be usedâ€¦.. Speed is
always constant. Hi Abhishek, it will be difficult for me to troubleshoot a fault in your circuit
without practically checking itâ€¦the above design is a fully tested and confirmed design, and it
is a standard PWM circuit so it cannot be wrong. Hi sir, I have not used above circuit I used
circuit in link I'm giving under and one more thing in my diagram I have wrongly positioned
diode 1N but in reality it's correct. OK, then connect an LED from pin 3 to ground with a 1K
resistor in seriesâ€¦and check the illumination by adjusting the potâ€¦. Hi sir swagatam, bravo, I

modified circuit as same shown above and it's perfectly working, now speed is also
controllable, thanks for your guidance. New question, I had not added 1N to irf, so now should I
add it and it's not operating 12vdc motor general purpose pcb drill motor, it's 15w. I'm using two
9v battery. That's great Aabhishek, however your previous circuit is also correct and should
have workedâ€¦investigate why it did not work. Hi sir, through 9v small motors are perfectly
working but the 12v motor 15w not even move. All other motors are perfectly working. Should I
use 12v 7. Hi Abhishek, even a small motor will quickly drain your 9V battery, so it is not
recommended for motors. Hey swagatam , can I use this circuit to power a 3V or 6V DC motor
that I will use to drive a small remote controlled wired toy? Rahul, Just attach the mosfets over
a single common heatsink without mica isolatorâ€¦.. Hi Lidya, you will require a PWM
transmission for this, I have not investigated how to send PWM through bluetooth, so I will have
to do some research first before commentingâ€¦. I'll try to upadte it soon. The transmitter
bluetooth just send the data from the computer how much the user want to controll to the
receiving side. This Microcontroller makes the PWM signal for the motor. A possible solution
could be through an appropriately wound coil over a laminated iron core which would drop the
V AC to V AC, which could be further rectified with a bridge diode for the final DC. I have a DC
motor 77 V and 1. I want to control speed of 3 such motors simultaneously by PWM. Can you
please suggest which IC driver to be used for the same? I have a microcontroller board
robokits. An IC which is compatible with this board would be most welcome. Using same the
circuit with triac it can run AC motorâ€¦. How many triac are required? What changes are
required in the circuit? Which triac I can use any specific for high voltages? Hai, I bought one
motor and one 12v 2amp dc adapter. Then I tried with another similar motor Removed the motor
from pcb drill machine,RatingV, 30watts with the same adapter, the motor is spinning good.
Then I connected both the motors in parallel with the same adapter. Then both motors are
spinning good. And is there any way to find the rating of a motor? Bcoz nothing is mentioned or
labled on the new motor. Its plain. Hai, may be it's due to some improper connection inside the
motor or the adapterâ€¦because if both the motors are running together then they would do the
same individually too. Connect an ammeter in series with the motor wire and you can get the
amp consumption on the meter while its running. Thanks Your circuit diagram is ok. I added for
12v for circuit section. The mosfet I used is 50n At present I don't have a mfd or more value with
voltage rating greater than 25vdc to try parallel with motor. I will try once I get it. My problems
started after I connecting the mfd to drain and source. But I need it to avoid buzzing sound at
low speed. Anyway once again I connected mfd to drain and source. I removed led parallel with
motor and connected to mosfet gate and ground. Now the led brightnes varies with motor
speed. So visual indication issue solvedâ€¦..! Without the mfd, led brightnessâ€”parallel with
motor â€”varies with motor speedâ€¦â€¦.! But motor still rotates at speed more than I want even
if k pot at its minimum setting. I hope I can solve this by adding a fixed resistor at the middile
pin of k pot. Not yet tried, will try later.. Hi Swagatham At last I found an answer for my md
related problem from your one another circuit. Please read the 2nd paragraph above the circuit
diagram starting " However only the average DC voltage is finally fed to the cell phone due to
the presence of the 10uFâ€¦â€¦. I suspect, my mfd did the same roll of the 10mfd in this circuit.
So I cannot attain very slow speed after I connected the mfd accross the drain and source. You
can try decreasing the uF to 22uF which might help to control the noise level of the motor as
well as allow complete control of the motor speed. Hi Swagatham I assembled this circuit to
control the speed of a 24vdc, 1ampere, rpm motor mixer motor from an automatic coffee
vending machine. It is working perfectly. But at very low speed, the motor does not rotate. It
makes only a humming sound. When I control the k pot, the LED parallel to motor also works
from 0 to full brightnes. Then I connected md capacitor to drain and source. Now I noticed the
LED always stay at full intensity. Stil I can control the speed. What changes should I make..?
Dear sir thanks for your good response , because I use other mosfet for v 5,ampere dc motor
but the out put voltage controled from v to v. But my requirement is 0v to v variableâ€¦ So plz
guide me I m waiting plz sir. Dear Muhammad, the above circuit will enable you to control the
motor from 0 to Vâ€¦or at least from 10V to V. Thanks swagatam for your good response , I
changed mosfet but found not working. Accrording to me that I apply only v dc to only mosfet
not connect ground and positive through resistor same as traic to power supply. Sir is I am
correct or not? Dc motor is 1. Sir plz send me circuit or guide me with special thanks. I hope
you have use a 12V DC supply separately for powering the circuit,. Dear sir I use this circuit and
found wonderful working â€¦nut now today I have a treadmill v dc motor so please guide me that
this circuit will work properly or not if yes then changing will be required? Wating your good
response with thanks. I am sorry, due to lack of time it wouldn't be possible for me to help you
with all the involved calculations. I used 6A4 bridge to power Armature supply. But when I am
connecting the said cct. Then I changed the supply bridge to armature and vice versa. The

motor is 1. So sir please give suggestion to work this motor. Anothr thing is I was used another
cct. I used bridge for field. Mostelywhen I am reading the reply from your site it looks like we are
siting in front of you you are giving explanation of the project. Mukund, I do not have much
experience with motors that are designed with two winding, I'll have to study more and only
then I would able to suggest you correctly whether your implementation is correct or not. Sir If
there is any Idea about controlling the pwm motor with field and Armature with volt supply?
Waitin for your plesant reply. These motors are used in printing industry. I hope that you will
give me a proper guidance. Mukund, if it's a DC motor then you can try the circuit that's
presented in the above article, it's a PWM circuit and well suited for controlling DC motor
speeds. Hi swagatam. I'm trying to use this circuit to control speed on my radiator fans in my
truck dual fans, 15 amps each, wired in parallel based on temperature. I know this is not the
ideal way but is all I could come up with. Also wondering about mosfets, I have a couple that are
rated at 30vdc and 70 amps so by all means one of these should do the job right? However pin 5
can be targeted for delivering the purpose by using BJTs, mosfets won't be effective, if possible
I'll try to figure out the designâ€¦. I would be interested to know about the output from the
sensor at the peak temperature at the desired cut of threshold. Hi swagatham, Thank u so much,
now the circuit is working perfect, I have two more doubt. Can I use a common parallely
connected potentiometer for two circuit as I'm using this for a robot car, there will be two motor
left and right both working by different but speed should be maintained same 2. I want to switch
frequently so If I use the switch on after the MOSFET while the circuit is on continuously I'll
control the motor through the output, is that cause any damage to circuit? Hi swagatham, I
tryed this circuit in bread board,I'm using 12v, 7 amp motor 2nos connected parallel so the load
is 14 amps. It is not working when I tune the pot in one place motor start running in full speed
and after that not working. I do no where I made mistake please guide me. Hi swagatham, Yes as
u said something to be wrong in the circuit. Do u have any breef images or vedio to guide,
because it will be help me betterâ€¦. Now my circuit is OK swagatham, the problem is I can't feel
much difference in the motor speed. I think the above circuit can be used without any issues for
your application and it's a good and a reliable option to begin with. I have not yet researched on
the concept of a resonant HHO generator but I think it's an interesting topic to investigate on,
and I will surely look into it and try to post an pertinent article. Thanks and do keep in touch!
Hey Swagatam, I am an engineering student trying to build a pwm to control a 24v w motor. This
will be used to power a lb vehicle with a driver weight of lb. I am a mechanical person and am
new to circuitry. I can't seem to view your schematic that is supposed to be with this article. But
do you think it will work with my application? I plan on using a potentiometer in order to control
the speed of the vehicle. Thanks in advance. What would happen if this was used on an AC
motor? Dear sir, I am a mechanical guy,currently working on an electric vehicle and i want to
control the speed of my motor using pedal. Dear Lokesh, If possible I'll try to design the
required circuit and post it soon in this blog. I would like to use the mill only for normal walking
of about 30 to 45 minutes in normal speed. I went through all your reply and it is interesting and
valuable. I really appreciate your patience and commitment. I tried this circuit but in between got
stuck because, I am not finding any way to bring 12V dc to IC as my rectified DC is V, which I am
using for motor, in the board. I believe, I cannot connect LM directly to this volt. Can you please
help me on this? The - of the V will become common with the - of the 12V supplyâ€¦.. Hope it is
correct. I think attaching the diodes across the motor should solve the problem. Now motor is
running in its full speed. I noticed, even without inserting , motor is running in its full speed. I
checked the POT and it is working fine. I would require your hep sirâ€¦. Dear Shine, if without IC
the motor is running that surely indicates a faulty mosfetâ€¦try using two mosfets in parallel for
ensuring better safety to the mosfet and reducing heat dissipation. Do I need to need to add 10k
again? Dear Shine, the 10k need not be repeated, pin7 needs to be connected with each mosfet
gates via separate 22 ohm resistors. It was working fine. There was some noise from motor
while in low RPM. Dear Shine, which mosfet have you used? Please confirm if those are
adequately rated as per the load. Dear Shine, that's perfect, the IRf are rated to handle V at
8amps so it shouldn't be a problemâ€¦there could be two possibilities either your motor is
drawing over 16 amps when loaded or the mosfets are not original. An IRF mosfet could be
tried, power supply should be DC and as per the maximum rating of the motorâ€¦. Hi, that's
completely rubbishâ€¦if the motor is specified to run at 12V it can be safely connected with any
12V supply regardless of the amp rating of the supply. Thanks for the clarificationâ€¦ so the
shop man cheated me by giving a damaged motor itseems :- â€¦ Now am having a 12v, 0. I like
to use this motor in ur above circuit. Hai, I bought one 12v dc motor. I connected it directly to
the 12v adapter. Then the motor is running in a pulse mode. Means like clocks seconds needle
moving. When i asked abt this to the shop man, he told that the motor got damaged due to
directly connected to the 12v power supply, a 12v motor should not directly connected to a 12v

power supply, It should connected through shunt resistor. But he dont know what resistor have
to put. Could u tell me, is that correct which he told?? Now I bought another motor which is
rated 12v ,0. I like to connect this motor to ur above circuit. I want the frequency to be constant
60 Hz. How would I do that? Using this formula? Frequency will be 0. In the diagram no resistor
is indicated, but you can use ohms with the gates, will be OK. Thank you for you speedy
response. I would have commented earlier but i was waiting for an email telling me you
responded. I have built your other PWM circuit and it worked great. I remember a time back
when i was in air force tech school when i could of done all this with my eyes closed. My replies
here are supposed to reach the commentor in their email IDs, you should find these discussions
in your email inbox, according to me. Although the frequency has no relevance to the motor
speeds, it can be controlled by varying R1 or the k resistor value. Im trying to build a PWM
controller for a dc motor that runs a fluid pump. I would like to be able to adjust frequency, and
pulse width. Can you maybe point me to a good instructions page to build for this? Connect
your motor across the drain and positive of the circuitâ€¦please ignore the bridge rectifier it's
not meant for us. The mosfet can be replaced by a power transistor, if desired. In this case use
ordinary IC, and not For confirmed results the cap C1 may be replaced with a 0. The power
supply rating should have a voltage rating exactly matching to the loadâ€¦â€¦current is
immaterial, but should be higher than the load, if it's lower, the voltage will drop. The mosfet
can be anythingâ€¦just needs to be rated at least twice to the load rating, if it's higher no issues,
but preferably shouldn't be lower. HI, You may misunderstand meâ€¦ You know my motor have
18k rpm in no load and about 5k rpm when connected to 4v 3 amp battery and about 10k rpm on
6v 4. For got about my stupid TDA circuit. So I want to through the Circuit to the dustbin as its
useless and the IC is getting about too many hotter, you can feel that it can cook your rise in 10
minutes. So I am pretty sure the circuit will not last long and it can be make any damage as its
hotting up. Now I want your help, I hope you seen my motor and which fan I connected s Please
give me any circuit that can drive my motor with this fan load at k rpm. I found that my motor is
stable on this RPM but it getting hot if I it go to more that 5k rpm. The motor maximum RPM will
be as per it's rated specification, it cannot be increased beyond that. The same circuit can be
used for your application too. Just make sure the IC circuit gets around 12V supply derived
from the 90V supply. Previous: 3 Best Joule Thief Circuits. You'll also like: 1. Comments Your
Comments are too Valuable! But please see that they are related to the above article, and are
not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search Related Posts for
Commenting Search this website. Glad you liked the post! Thanks for stopping by! Hello, I have
a question about design 3. On Z1 is this a zener diode 4v7 mW? Hi Swagatam, Previously l built
your Arduino inverter and it works like a charm. Part identified as E to the right of the blue M
Thanks. Bhai ji, if you have a PCB design for it, I will be most grateful to have it. Sukriya, Paul.
Hi Paul, Troubleshooting the circuit can be difficult for me, because I am not well versed with
the pinouts of Hello Sunil, Glad you found it useful! PS: I am not much of a hardware guy.
Thanks a lot Swagatam. I will give it a shot and update. Appreciate your initiative and knowledge
sharing! May your tribe increase! Thanks Sunil. Good Morning Sunil, I meant to say if you are
able to control the Arduino by some external means, push button was just an example. You are
welcome Devendra ji, I am glad you could understand and solve the issue successfully. Hi
Swagatam Ji, I have to run a watt universal motor, at lower speed. Would you suggest me how
to solve problem- 1. Mosfet heating 2. To get full rpm of motor. Why not getting trouble in bulb
but in motor. Thanks Devendar Jakhar. Hello Devendar ji, did you make the circuit exactly as per
the 3rd design in the above article? Motor watt , volt , Rpm at output shaft after gearbox Can I
use in for ac to dc conversion, for MOSFET and capacitor based power supply to operate
circuit. I will try with IRF Thank you Swagatam Ji. Working well. Motor is 12 volt 1 amp. At 65
volt dc input motor rpm is 0 to While at 12 volt dc rpm is only 0 to 5. How to get full rpm 60 at 12
volt. When we rotate potentiometer â€” What we change frequency or width of pulse of Gate
Volt or amperes at Drain -Source. Thanks a lot! I guess you may be referring to some other post.
VR1 is for altering the PWMs and is correctly configured, so it need not be changed. What would
adjust the time it takes from start to max duty cycle. Kind Regards. I hope this will help you to
understand and optimize your design. Hi Swag. I only have this last question. Connecting IRF in
parallel like? Thanks kakooza, you can use it in the same way as shown in the diagram. Hey
Arpan, yes definitely you can do it without any issuesâ€¦. Rahul 1 yes you can do that, but first
test with a lamp of the same specs for confirming the actions. I think,this was the mistake i
made in explanation. My doubt is, 1. Thanks Lidiya, got it now. Can the motor is replaced with
AC motor will it run?? It is possible by replacing the mosfet with a triac. I am sharing this post
here for helping other readers. OK, thanks very much for updating the info! Dear Mohammad,
you will only have to change the mosfet and use everything as given in the diagram, you can try
FQP6N70 if your motor current is within 5 amp. Sir, can i use this circuit for making a heat

regulator for DC 48V 15A heater? I'll try to do it soon, once I finish other pending assignments.
Hi Henry, your idea regarding using the sensor with pin1 of the IC is technically incorrect and
inapplicable, so that won't be feasible. Thank u so much swagatham, working perfectly, thanks
a lotâ€¦. Thanks Swarajit, I am glad to know it's serving the purpose. Hi Swarajit, first confirm
whether your is working correctly or not. Thank u ,I'll conform and reply uâ€¦â€¦. Hi Swarajit,
using a higher rated mosfet will not harm anything in the circuit you can try the following design
and see if it performs better. Thanks so much Daan, I think the above circuit can be used
without any issues for your application and it's a good and a reliable option to begin with. Hi
James, yes definitely the above shown design can be used for your application. Dear Sir, I am a
beginner. Sir, my thanks to you in advance Shine K P. Thank you dear Shine! You can use IRF
as the mosfet. Dear Sir, Sorry for bothering youâ€¦.. Am I right sir? Regards, Shine K P. Dear
shine, the drain will connect with the - of the motor, please see the diagram above. Dear sir,
Sorryâ€¦.. Now I understoodâ€¦. Thank you very muchâ€¦ Regards, Shine K P. Sir, what could be
cause for this? Can you pl advise meâ€¦.. Dear shine, yes, with 15V input is perfectly fine, and
making the negatives common along with the fet source is also perfectâ€¦. Dear Sir, Thank
youâ€¦. Let me try this also. Dear Sir, Thanksâ€¦. Let me tryâ€¦ Regards, Shine K P. Can you
please advise? My DC motor is V 6Amps. The above may be true only with big heavy duty
motors onlyâ€¦. Connect the mosfet leads in parallel, use separate resistors
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for the gates. And do not short circuit the positive with drain, this will instantly blow off the
mosfets. I am sure the discussions here will help you to restore all you had learned back:. So
much SWAG! Thanks JC, Please refer to the following diagram, you can try this design: 1. The
pot at pin5 of IC2 can be used for controlling the speed, The mosfet can be replaced by a power
transistor, if desired. Thanks Buddy: appreciate your enthusiasm! I couldn't understand the
relation between heatsink mounting and motor positive connection. Could you use a 50k pot
instead with out changing any other components? Please don't leave me alone here. Regards,
MD. A speed controller will only reduce the RPM from the specified high value to the lower
levels. The motor can be connected with the 90V supply directly in the manner shown in the
diagram. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it.

